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At the heart of ActiveTeach is the ActiveBook &#150; a digital version of a printed textbook that lets
you zoom into any part of a page to focus students&#146; attention. But what you&#146;ll find really
amazing about ActiveTeach is the vast array of multimedia resources linked to each page of the
ActiveBook.
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ActiveTeach lets you harness the power of ICT throughout your lessons in one, easy-to-use
resource. At the heart of ActiveTeach is the ActiveBook -- a digital version of a printed textbook that
lets you zoom into any part of a page to focus students' attention. But what you'll find really amazing
about ActiveTeach is the vast array of multimedia resources linked to each page of the ActiveBook.
ActiveTeach means you spend less time planning by bringing together all the interactive media you
need, instantly accessible from one place. This truly blended resource enhances the way you deliver
your lessons by letting you navigate seamlessly from one activity to the next...ActiveTeach for
Edexcel GCSE Mathematics (Modular) The ActiveTeach CD-ROM is a unique and invaluable
resource that allows you to swiftly find and display any page from the ActiveBook, plus a whole host
of interactive ICT activities, directly from each page. The ActiveTeach includes networkable site
licences of: * the ActiveBook * the audio glossary * hundreds of integrated ICT activities for every
part of the lesson * Exam Tutor software -- past exam questios with step-by-step worked solutions
that let you see and hear model answers * planning and assessment resources giving teachers
access to: * an editable scheme of work * editable self-assessment sheets for every chapter *
resource sheets * editable end-of-chapter tests and answers * sample exam papers modelled on the
new two-tier specification exams with model, fully-worked solutions to support the Students' Books *
mark schemes and full answers * comprehensive mathematical glossary with audio.
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